Epicor Success Story

The WHITING Group

The WHITING Group of Canada uses Epicor to help
manage its multiple business units
Company Facts
XX Location: Ontario, Canada
XX Industry: Designer and manufacturer of

transportation grade rollup doors and
LED lighting
XX Number of stores: 3-in-1 location
XX Web site: www.whitingcanada.com

Success Highlights

The WHITING Group of Canada is a designer and manufacturer of

Challenges

and trailer market plus the emergency vehicle markets. Located in Ontario,

XX To implement a fully integrated enterprise

resource planning (ERP) solution that could
manage all of its multiple business units on
one system and was positioned to grow
with the company

Solution
XX Epicor® ERP

transportation grade rollup doors and LED lighting, focusing on the truck
The WHITING Group is ISO 9001:2008 certified and has three companies
operating under one roof. The WHITING Group was looking for an integrated
enterprise resource planning (ERP) software solution that could manage all of
its business units on one system and was positioned to grow with
the company.

The challenge
The WHITING Group previously used a combination of systems for ERP,

Benefits

manufacturing, warehouse management, customer relationship management

XX One system with one login for

(CRM), and an in-house developed ISO tracking system. “Our system had

multiple companies
XX Updateable dashboards, business process
management tools and personalized
business activity queries
XX Kanban system to support lean
manufacturing
XX Ability to implement the system in phases
to help in the transition

become bloated so to speak,” says Steve Kopelchak, who manages IT for
The WHITING Group. “We had multiple databases talking to each other and
some systems with their own database that didn’t talk to the others easily.”
Ultimately, they had five different systems and each with different logins.
“We were looking for something that was integrated and would do
everything for us in one software package,” says Kopelchak. Epicor’s nextgeneration ERP solution fit the bill. “We were afraid that we wouldn’t be
able to afford Epicor because their technology was so cutting-edge,” says
Kopelchak when describing their ERP selection process, “but when we got the
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quote, Epicor was the lowest priced solution. One of the other

This served as a twofold benefit: users were able to interact

solutions came in at twice the cost of Epicor by the time services

with the system early on, and they were able to see the key

were factored in, even though the offerings were similar.”

functionality demonstrated—which helped them relate to

The strategy
The WHITING Group paired up with Epicor’s local partner Six S
Partners and followed Epicor’s implementation methodology but
added a few ideas of their own. Five of those key ideas were:

how they would be using the system and led to many
good ideas that might otherwise have been missed by the
implementation team.
Implement in phases—Epicor came with many valuable
tools that The WHITING Group did not currently have. Even

Own the system—The WHITING Group decided to take

though it was tempting to “go live” with all of the new added

whatever time was necessary to learn the system thoroughly

functionality, they decided to implement Epicor in phases

so that they could implement the new system as opposed to

starting with the core modules first to help in the transition.

someone else setting it up for them. This would save money
over the long run if they understood how the system functions
and how they set it up when it came to troubleshooting
and customizing.
First you get good, then you get fast—The WHITING Group’s
philosophy was to make sure that their staff understood how

“We wanted to give users time to learn their current functions
and roles in the new system,” says Kopelchak. “After everything
was running smoothly, we started to phase in the ‘new’ and
more advanced functionality that Epicor offers to help us get the
most benefit from the solution.”

the basic processes worked in the system first before they looked

The results

for shortcuts or more efficient ways to accomplish those tasks.

Having one system to manage its multiple companies was the

Involve the key individuals who can shape the system—The
WHITING Group started with a 10-person implementation team
who brought process experience from many different parts of
the company. As they built their Epicor process flow, the team
was always challenged to ask “is there a better way?” to ensure
they were always thinking outside of the box.
Train and communicate—The WHITING Group involved
everyone who would interact with the system early in the
process by having weekly training sessions.
They started the training process immediately after the initial

immediate advantage. “It’s been fantastic,” says Kopelchak.
“The ability to get real-time data and offer live feedback on
what’s happening within the company is the biggest advantage.
This has helped us to make more strategic decisions on how to
operate the business.”
“We can’t say enough about the ability to customize the system
with updateable dashboards, business process management
tools, and personalized business activity queries. Plus, with
Epicor we now have an automated kanban system that supports
our lean manufacturing initiatives,” Kopelchak continues.

setup was done so they were able to have something

“We are thrilled with our choice of Epicor as a partner and look

to demonstrate.

forward to our ongoing program of phasing in new modules
and opportunities for further improvements.”

“The ability to get real-time data and offer live feedback on what’s happening within
the company is the biggest advantage. This has helped us to make more strategic
decisions on how to operate the business.”
Steve Kopelchak, IT Manager | The WHITING Group
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About Epicor
Epicor Software Corporation drives business growth. We provide flexible, industry-specific software that is designed around the needs
of our manufacturing, distribution, retail, and service industry customers. More than 40 years of experience with our customers’
unique business processes and operational requirements is built into every solution—in the cloud, hosted, or on premises. With a
deep understanding of your industry, Epicor solutions spur growth while managing complexity. The result is powerful solutions that
free your resources so you can grow your business. For more information, connect with Epicor or visit www.epicor.com.
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